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Hardwired RCA Interconnects
Get more than connected — get hardwired!

Specifications
 *  Sturdy gold plated connectors
 *  Large oxygen-free copper conductors for more dynamics
 *  Twisted pair construction cancels out noise
 *  Four separate shields prevent signal interference

Hardwired Balanced Interconnects
Get more than connected — get hardwired!

Specifications
 *  High quality gold plated XLR connectors
 *  Large oxygen-free copper conductors for more dynamics
 *  Four separate shields prevent signal interference
 *  Balanced 3 conductor technology prevents noise

The Link RCA Interconnect

Specifications
 *  Standard termination: RCA > RCA
 *  Lengths: .5 meter, 1 meter, 1.5 meter, 2 meter, 10 feet, 15 feet, 20 feet, 25 feet
 *  The Link Subwoofer Kit available.
 *  Custom terminations/lengths/singles always available.
 *  Adaptors: XLR > RCA, RCA Y, DIN>RCA Phono Adapter

In today's fast-moving, high-tech world, you need connections that deliver performance and reliability, not just convenience. 
Transparent Hardwired provides high-quality audio and video connections designed to link your digital media with your home 
entertainment system. Hardwired RCA Interconnect is the ideal connection to ensure a rich, front-and-center musical experience 
in your own home.

In today's fast-moving, high-tech world, you need connections that deliver performance and reliability, not just convenience. 
Transparent Hardwired provides high-quality audio and video connections designed to link your digital media with your home 
entertainment system. Hardwired RCA Interconnect is the ideal connection to ensure a rich, front-and-center musical experience 
in your own home.

The Link is Transparent's most cost-effective fully-assembled interconnect with a built-in network. We make The Link by hand, one 
cable at a time, using custom-stranded OFHC cable and gold-plated Transparent RCA connectors. As with every one of our audio 
cables, The Link benefits from the advancements of Generation 5 Technology and brings you closer to the music.  



MusicLink RCA Interconnects

Specifications
 *  Standard termination: RCA > RCA
 *  Lengths: .5 meter, 1 meter, 1.5 meter, 2 meter, 10 feet, 15 feet, 20 feet, 25 feet
 *  Custom terminations/lengths/singles always available
 *  Adaptors: XLR > RCA, RCA Y

MusicLink Balanced Interconnect

Specifications
 *  Standard termination: XLR > XLR
 *  Lengths: 1 meter, 1.5 meter, 2 meter, 10 feet, 15 feet, 20 feet, 25 feet
 *  Custom terminations/lengths/singles always available.
 *  Adaptors: XLR > RCA, XLR Y, RCA Y

Plus RCA Interconnects

Upgradeable to Super RCA Interconnect or above.

Specifications
 *  Standard termination: RCA > RCA

 *  Plus Subwoofer Kit available
 *  Custom terminations/lengths/singles always available
 *  Adaptors: XLR > RCA, RCA Y

MusicLink Interconnect packs in an unprecedented level of technology, performance, and value. With its more complex network 
and cable design, MusicLink is more closely related in performance to MusicLink Plus than Transparent's entry-level The Link RCA 
Interconnect. Calibrated to the specific length and characteristics of the cable, the network rejects noise for cleaner, clearer, more 
focused signal transmission. It also helps the cable transfer audio signals more efficiently than The Link interconnect for greater 
musical impact and more commanding low frequency performance. MusicLink Interconnect is built by hand from custom-stranded 
OFHC copper cable.

Balanced MusicLink interconnect employs heavy solid OFHC conductors, gold plated XLR connectors, and precision hand 
soldering with high silver content solder. A third conductor serves as a separate ground for greater noise reduction than other 
balanced designs. Foil shielding further reduces noise and interference. Each channel of Balanced MusicLink has dual fully 
differentially balanced networks that lower noise and provide greater signal transfer efficiency.  

Plus RCA Interconnects transfer more low frequency energy than Transparent's MusicLink and The Link RCA interconnects due to 
heavier solid OFHC conductors and more substantial gold plated connectors and more effective network design. With networks 
more tightly calibrated to the specific length and characteristics of the cable, Plus RCA Interconnects have better noise rejection 
and more efficient signal transfer. With superior low level information retrieval and greater dynamic range and low frequency 
impact compared to entry level interconnects, MusicLink Plus is an ideal choice.

 *  Lengths: .5 meter, 1 meter, 1.5 meter, 2 meter, 10 feet, 15 feet, 20 feet, 25 
feet and longer



Plus Balanced Interconnects

Upgradeable to Super Balanced Interconnect or above.

Specifications
 *  Standard termination: XLR > XLR
 *  Lengths: 1 meter, 1.5 meter, 2 meter, 10 feet, 15 feet, 20 feet, 25 feet
 *  Custom terminations/lengths/singles always available.
 *  Adaptors: XLR > RCA, XLR Y, RCA Y

Super RCA Interconnect

Specifications
 *  Standard termination: RCA > RCA
 *  Lengths: 1 meter, 1.5 meter, 2 meter, 10 feet, 15 feet, 20 feet, 25 feet and longer
 *  Super Subwoofer Kit available
 *  Custom terminations/lengths/singles always available
 *  Adaptors: XLR > RCA, RCA Y

Super Balanced Interconnect
Systems with premium balanced amplification deserve Balanced Super in all low level signal paths.  

Specifications
 *  Standard termination: XLR > XLR
 *  Lengths: 1 meter, 1.5 meter, 2 meter, 10 feet, 15 feet, 20 feet, 25 feet
 *  Custom terminations/lengths/singles always available.
 *  Adaptors: XLR > RCA, XLR Y, RCA Y

Balanced Plus is a true differentially-balanced cable with two precision-balanced networks neatly housed in a single network 
module. It delivers deeper, tighter bass and suppresses noise more effectively than balanced cables without networks. 
Transparent's artisans build Balanced Plus by hand from custom-stranded OFHC copper cable and high quality XLR connectors 
with gold contacts. 

When combined with better system components, Super RCA Interconnect comes another step closer to realizing the richness, 
authority, and spaciousness of the best music sources. Every length of Transparent Super RCA Interconnect has its own network 
design calibrated for that specific length and type of cable so that all the Super cables in a system perform at the same level, 
regardless of their individual lengths. Super networks and cable work together to reject noise for cleaner, clearer, more focused 
signal transmission. Super transfers audio signals more efficiently and over a wider range than Plus, resulting in greater musical 
impact and realism.  

Like other fully balanced components, Balanced Super has four discrete network paths - one for each signal carrying conductor. Its 
dual grounding system and networks help to control noise and interference, thus transferring music more efficiently at all audio 
frequencies, and they improve uniform group delay characteristics up through the ultra high frequency range. Because of these 
networks, Balanced Super captures more of the warmth, weight, dynamics, and nuance of the music than typical balanced cables 
can, with better image focus, soundstage presentation, and deeper, more defined low frequencies. With its tighter-tolerance 
parts and construction, Balanced Super delivers even more dynamic authority and micro detail than Balanced Plus.  



Ultra RCA Interconnect

Specifications
 *  Standard termination: RCA > RCA
 *  Lengths: 1 meter, 1.5 meter, 2 meter, 10 feet, 15 feet, 20 feet, 25 feet and longer
 *  Ultra Subwoofer Kit available
 *  Custom terminations/lengths/singles always available
 *  Adaptors: XLR > RCA, RCA Y

Ultra Balanced Interconnect

Specifications
 *  Standard termination: XLR > XLR
 *  Lengths: 1 meter, 1.5 meter, 2 meter, 10 feet, 15 feet, 20 feet, 25 feet
 *  Custom terminations/lengths/singles always available.
 *  Adaptors: XLR > RCA, XLR Y, RCA Y

Reference RCA Interconnect
REFERENCE RCA Interconnect (RSE) is for discerning individuals with high performance separate components.

Specifications
 *  Standard termination: RCA > RCA

 *  Lengths: 1-meter, 1.5-meter, 2-meter, 10-feet, 15-feet, 20-feet, 25-feet, and longer
 *  Specify High Z or Low Z network calibration
 *  Custom terminations/lengths/singles always available

Ultra RCA Interconnects transfer the richness, authority, and spaciousness of the best music sources in ways other RCA cables in 
the same price range can not approach. Every length of Transparent Ultra RCA Interconnect has its own network design 
calibrated for that specific length and type of cable so that all the Ultra cables in a system perform at the same level, regardless of 
their individual lengths. Ultra networks and cable work together to reject noise for cleaner, clearer, more focused signal 
transmission. Ultra transfers audio signals more efficiently and over a wider range than Super, resulting in greater musical impact 
and realism. Ultra works exceedingly well with virtually any type of system component so they do not require factory calibration 
when changing system components.

Balanced Ultra is designed for high resolution differentially balanced applications. A fully balanced design from cabling through 
the precisely matched dual networks for each channel, it's often the cable of choice for music professionals.

REFERENCE RCA Interconnect is a significant performance upgrade compared to ULTRA RCA Interconnect. Reference level 
cables are the first products in the Transparent family to be custom calibrated for the specific electrical output characteristics of 
your components. Additionally, the network components are more precisely matched to the cable’s inherent electrical properties 
and length. Custom designed and manufactured RCA connectors are direct gold plated and provide superior contact 
characteristics for exceptional signal transfer. Proprietary damping compounds are use in the custom machined acrylic network 
housings to damp vibration, resulting in more accurate transmission of micro dynamics and a more complete harmonic palette.

REFERENCE RCA Interconnect is available in 2 versions: High Z for high output impedance and Low Z for low output impedance 
source components and preamplifiers. Contact Transparent or a Transparent dealer to determine which RSE version is the best fit 
for your source components or preamplifier.
Warranty registration not only extends the Transparent Warranty to 5 years, it provides the original owner with RSE re-calibrations 
at no charge in the event that a component change requires network adjustments.

 *  XLR and Y terminations available 



Reference Balanced Interconnect
Systems with premium balanced amplification deserve Balanced Super in all low level signal paths.

Specifications
 *  Standard termination: XLR > XLR

 *  Lengths: 1-meter, 1.5-meter, 2-meter, 10-feet, 15-feet, 20-feet, 25-feet, and longer
 *  Specify High Z or Low Z network calibration
 *  Custom terminations/lengths/singles always available

XL RCA Interconnect

Specifications
 *  Standard termination: RCA > RCA

 *  Lengths: 1-meter, 1.5-meter, 2-meter, 10-feet, 15-feet, 20-feet, 25-feet, and longer
 *  Specify components for precise network calibration
 *  Custom terminations/lengths/singles always available

REFERENCE Balanced Interconnect (RBL) is designed for high-resolution source components and preamplifiers with full balanced 
differential circuitry. Balanced interconnects at the RBL level dramatically expand the realism of a sonic landscape, invoking a 
staggering level of detail and preservation of dynamic range. RBL delivers extended and well-defined bass energy while creating 
a quiet interface for low-level audio signals. A fully balanced design from cabling through the precisely matched dual networks for 
each channel, RBL is often the balanced interconnect choice for discerning audiophiles, music lovers, and music professionals 
alike.

RBL is a significant upgrade compared to ULTRA Balanced Interconnect (UBL). Reference level cables are the first products in the 
Transparent family to be custom calibrated for the specific electrical output characteristics of your components. Additionally, the 
network components are more precisely matched to the cable’s inherent electrical properties and length. Where the UBL used a 
single network module for its dual network, RBL uses 2 precision machined acrylic network modules to further isolate the dual 
differentially balanced networks. This extra isolation provides greater noise reduction and effectively damps any opportunity for 
resonances to negatively affect performance.

RBL is available in 2 versions: High Z for high output impedance and Low Z for low output impedance source components and 
preamplifiers.
Contact Transparent or a Transparent dealer to determine which RBL version is the best fit for your source components or 
preamplifier.
Warranty registration not only extends the Transparent Warranty to 5 years, it provides the original owner with RBL re-calibrations 
at no charge in the event that a component change requires network adjustments.

 *  Y terminations available 

XL RCA interconnect (XLSE) will free a superior system to provide unexpected levels of musical involvement when the lights go 
down and the music starts to play. XLSE is for discerning individuals who demand even more performance and precision than 
REFERENCE RCA Interconnects. If you already have a very high-level system and you are not planning on costly key component 
upgrades in the near future, RCA interconnects at the XL level will help you extract the last measure of performance from your 
existing investments.

XL RCA Interconnect is a significant performance upgrade compared to REFERENCE RCA Interconnect because its network 
components are specifically chosen and matched more closely to suit the electrical characteristics of the cable and its length. The 
network itself is also calibrated more precisely to the electrical output characteristics of your source components and preamplifier. 
Electrically neutral epoxy around the networks damps vibrations resulting in more accurate transmission of micro dynamics and 
harmonic music information. Beautiful gold-plated Transparent RCA connectors make superior contact with terminations and are 
capable of transferring more power. XLSE transfers well-defined bass energy further down into the bottom octave and provides a 
quieter interface for low-level audio signals than REFERENCE RCA Interconnect.

XLSE must be calibrated to your specific source components or preamplifier. Contact Transparent or a Transparent dealer to 
share the details of your system components and discuss a plan for your system upgrade to the XL level of performance.
Warranty registration not only extends the Transparent Warranty to 5 years, it provides the original owner with XLSE re-
calibrations at no charge in the event that a component change requires network adjustments.  

 *  XLR and Y terminations available 



XL Balanced Interconnect

Specifications
 *  Standard termination: XLR > XLR

 *  Lengths: 1-meter, 1.5-meter, 2-meter, 10-feet, 15-feet, 20-feet, 25- feet, and longer
 *  Specify components for precise network calibration
 *  Custom terminations/lengths/singles always available

Opus RCA Interconnect

OPUS RCA Interconnects are upgradeable to MAGNUM OPUS interconnects.

Specifications
 *  Standard termination: RCA > RCA
 *  Lengths: 1-meter, 1.5-meter, 2-meter, 10-feet, 15-feet, 20-feet, 25-feet and longer
 *  Custom terminations/lengths/singles always available
 *  Adapters: XLR > RCA, RCA Y

XL Balanced Interconnects (XLBL) will free a superior system to provide unexpected levels of musical involvement when the lights 
go down and the music starts to play. It is designed for high-resolution fully differentially balanced source components and 
preamplifiers. XLBL is for discerning individuals who demand even more performance and precision than REFERENCE Balanced 
Interconnects. If you already have a very high-level system and you are not planning on costly key component upgrades in the 
near future, balanced interconnects at the XL level will help you extract the last measure of performance from your existing 
investments.

XL Balanced Interconnect is a significant performance upgrade compared to REFERENCE Balanced Interconnect because its 
network components are specifically chosen and matched more closely to suit the electrical characteristics of the cable and its 
length. The network itself is also calibrated more precisely to the electrical output characteristics of your source components and 
preamplifier. XLBL has 2 module housings per channel to further isolate the dual fully differentially balanced networks. This 
enhanced isolation along with a larger more massive network module design reduces noise and more effectively damps any 
opportunity for resonances to affect performance. XLBL transfers well-defined bass energy further down into the bottom octave 
and provides a quieter interface for low-level audio signals than REFERENCE Balanced Interconnect.

XLBL must be calibrated to your specific source components or preamplifier. Contact Transparent or a Transparent dealer to 
share the details of your system components and discuss a plan for your system upgrade to the XL level of performance. 
Warranty registration not only extends the Transparent Warranty to 5 years, it provides the original owner with XLBL re-
calibrations at no charge in the event that a component change requires network adjustments.

 *  Y terminations available 

OPUS RCA Interconnect (OSE) reveals the full potential of your ultimate source components and preamplifier. Most OPUS owners 
have spent years assembling and investing in their dream system in a quest to get closer to the music. OPUS is the linking solution 
to help dream systems deliver upon their promise of thrilling “you are there” listening experiences every time you press “on” and 
cue up your favorite source material.

OPUS RCA Interconnect is a significant performance upgrade compared to XL RCA Interconnect. OSE transfers well-defined bass 
energy to the bottom of the bottom octave and provides a quieter interface for low-level audio signals than XL RCA Interconnect.

OSE network components are also specifically chosen and matched more closely to suit the electrical characteristics of the cable 
and its length, and the network itself is calibrated more precisely to the electrical output characteristics of your source 
components and preamplifier. This extra level of precision adds considerable time to the painstaking OSE manufacturing process, 
but the results in your system are worth it: from feeling and hearing the full power of the orchestra to every nuance of tonal 
shading and harmonic resolution within the performance space.

Vibration and resonance control also go to new heights with OPUS. The components that comprise each network are encased in 
electrically neutral epoxy and surrounded by a carbon fiber network housing that has been contoured to reduce standing wave 
reflections. Carbon fiber is nonmagnetic, light, and stiff. The thinner, stronger network housing provides a larger cavity for 
damping epoxy loading, and the non-magnetic qualities of carbon fiber allow the free and full expansion of electromagnetic fields 
which results in more accurate transmission of micro dynamics and harmonic music information.  
OSE must be calibrated to your specific source components or preamplifier. Contact Transparent or a Transparent dealer to share 
the details of your system components and room layout.
Warranty registration not only extends the Transparent Warranty to 5 years, it provides the original owner with OSE re-
calibrations at no charge in the event that a component change requires network adjustments.  



Magnum Opus RCA Interconnect

Specifications
 *  Standard termination: RCA > RCA
 *  Lengths: 1-meter, 1.5-meter, 2-meter, 10-feet, 15-feet, 20-feet, 25-feet and longer
 *  Custom terminations/lengths/singles always available
 *  Adapters: XLR > RCA, RCA Y

MAGNUM OPUS RCA Interconnect (MOSE) is the crowning achievement in the finest, no-compromise systems. All network 
components are matched and measured at the edge of what technicians can control in production. MOSE reveals the full 
potential of your ultimate source components and preamplifier. It is for discerning individuals who demand even more 
performance and precision than OPUS RCA Interconnects. If you already have or will soon have an ultimate system and you are 
not planning on key component upgrades in the near future, RCA interconnects at the MAGNUM OPUS level will help you extract 
the last measure of performance.

Most MAGNUM OPUS owners have spent years assembling and investing in their dream system in a quest to get closer to the 
music. MAGNUM OPUS is the linking solution to help dream systems deliver upon their promise of thrilling “you are there” 
listening experiences every time you press “on” and cue up your favorite source material.  
MAGNUM OPUS RCA Interconnect is a significant performance upgrade compared to OPUS RCA Interconnect. MOSE transfers 
well-defined bass energy down through the bottom octave and provides a quieter interface for low-level audio signals than OPUS 
RCA Interconnect.

MOSE network components are also specifically chosen and matched more closely to suit the electrical characteristics of the cable 
and its length, and the network itself is calibrated more precisely to the electrical output characteristics of your source 
components and preamplifier. This extra level of precision adds considerable time to the painstaking OSE manufacturing process, 
but the results in your system are worth it. From feeling and hearing the full power of the orchestra to every nuance of tonal 
shading and harmonic resolution within the performance space, MOSE is the vehicle to help transport you to another musical 
place and time. Rendering the musical space of the original performance upon a black, silent background melts the noise and 
distractions of the day away.

Vibration and resonance control also go to new heights with MAGNUM OPUS. The components that comprise each network are 
encased in electrically neutral epoxy and surrounded by a larger carbon fiber network housing that has been contoured to reduce 
standing wave reflections. Carbon fiber is nonmagnetic, light, and stiff. The thinner, stronger, larger network housing provides a 
larger cavity for damping epoxy loading, and the non-magnetic qualities of carbon fiber allow the free and full expansion of 
electromagnetic fields which results in more accurate transmission of micro dynamics and harmonic music information.

MOSE must be calibrated to your specific source components or preamplifier. Contact Transparent or a Transparent dealer to 
share the details of your system components and room layout.
Warranty registration not only extends the Transparent Warranty to 5 years, it provides the original owner with MOSE re-
calibrations at no charge in the event that a component change requires network adjustments.   

You have arrived. At this point in time, MAGNUM OPUS represents the pinnacle of Transparent design achievement. Transparent 
will do everything possible to respect our customers’ MAGNUM OPUS investments in the event of future updates and upgrades.



Opus Balanced Interconnect

Specifications
 *  Standard termination: XLR > XLR

 *  Lengths: 1-meter, 1.5-meter, 2-meter, 10-feet, 15-feet, 20-feet, 25-feet, and longer
 *  Specify components for precise network calibration
 *  Custom terminations/lengths/singles always available

OPUS Balanced Interconnect (OBL) reveals the full potential of your ultimate source components and preamplifier with dual, fully 
differentially balanced networks for each channel. Most OPUS owners have spent years assembling and investing in their dream 
system in a quest to get closer to the music. OBL is the linking solution to help dream systems deliver upon their promise of 
thrilling “you are there” listening experiences every time you press “on” and cue up your favorite source material.

OPUS Balanced Interconnect is a significant performance upgrade compared to XL Balanced Interconnect. OBL transfers well-
defined bass energy to the bottom of the bottom octave and provides a quieter interface for low-level audio signals than XL 
Balanced Interconnect.

OBL network components are also specifically chosen and matched more closely to suit the electrical characteristics of the cable 
and its length, and the network itself is calibrated more precisely to the electrical output characteristics of your source 
components or preamplifier. This extra level of precision adds considerable time to the painstaking OBL manufacturing process, 
but the results in your system are worth it: from feeling and hearing the full power of the orchestra to every nuance of tonal 
shading and harmonic resolution within the original performance space.

Vibration and resonance control and isolation also go to new heights with OPUS. OBL has 2 module housings per channel to 
further isolate the dual fully differentially balanced networks. The extra isolation reduces noise and more effectively damps any 
opportunity for resonances to affect performance. The components that comprise each network are encased in electrically neutral 
epoxy and then surrounded by a carbon fiber network housing that has been contoured specifically for the purpose of reducing 
standing wave reflections. Carbon fiber is nonmagnetic, light, and stiff. The thinner, stronger network housing provides a larger 
cavity for damping epoxy loading, and the non-magnetic qualities of carbon fiber allow the free and full expansion of 
electromagnetic fields thereby freeing your system to reveal micro dynamics and harmonic music information more accurately.

OBL must be calibrated and configured for your specific source components or preamplifier. Contact Transparent or a 
Transparent dealer to share the details of your system components and room layout.  
Warranty registration not only extends the Transparent Warranty to 5 years, it provides the original owner with OBL re-
calibrations at no charge in the event that a component change requires network adjustments.

 *  Y terminations available 



Magnum Opus Balanced Interconnect

Specifications
 *  Standard termination: XLR > XLR

 *  Lengths: 1-meter, 1.5-meter, 2-meter, 10-feet, 15-feet, 20-feet, 25-feet, and longer
 *  Specify components for precise network calibration
 *  Custom terminations/lengths/singles always available

MAGNUM OPUS Balanced Interconnect (MOBL) is the crowning achievement in the finest, no-compromise systems. All network 
components are matched and measured at the edge of what technicians can control in production. MOBL reveals the full 
potential of your ultimate source components and preamplifier. It is for discerning individuals who demand even more 
performance and precision than OPUS Balanced Interconnects. If you already have or will soon have an ultimate system and you 
are not planning on key component upgrades in the near future, balanced interconnects at the MAGNUM OPUS level will help 
you extract the last measure of performance.  

Most MAGNUM OPUS owners have spent years assembling and investing in their dream system in a quest to get closer to the 
music. MAGNUM OPUS is the linking solution to help dream systems deliver upon their promise of thrilling “you are there” 
listening experiences every time you press “on” and cue up your favorite source material.  
MAGNUM OPUS Balanced Interconnect is a significant performance upgrade compared to OPUS Balanced Interconnect. MOBL 
transfers well-defined bass energy down through the bottom octave and provides a quieter interface for low-level audio signals 
than OPUS Balanced Interconnect.

MOBL network components are also specifically chosen and matched more closely to suit the electrical characteristics of the cable 
and its length, and the network itself is calibrated more precisely to the electrical output characteristics of your source 
components and preamplifier. This extra level of precision adds considerable time to the painstaking MOBL manufacturing 
process, but the results in your system are worth it. From feeling and hearing the full power of the orchestra to every nuance of 
tonal shading and harmonic resolution within the performance space, MOBL is the vehicle to help transport you to another 
musical place and time. Rendering the musical space of the original performance upon a black, silent background melts the noise 
and distractions of the day away.

Vibration and resonance control and isolation also go to new heights with MAGNUM OPUS. MOBL has 2 module housings per 
channel to further isolate the dual fully differentially balanced networks. The extra isolation reduces noise and more effectively 
damps any opportunity for resonances to affect performance. The components that comprise each network are encased in 
electrically neutral epoxy and surrounded by a larger carbon fiber network housing that has been contoured to reduce standing 
wave reflections. Carbon fiber is nonmagnetic, light, and stiff. The thinner, stronger, larger network housing provides a larger 
cavity for damping epoxy loading, and the non-magnetic qualities of carbon fiber allow the free and full expansion of 
electromagnetic fields which results in more accurate transmission of micro dynamics and harmonic music information.

MOBL must be calibrated to your specific source components or preamplifier. Contact Transparent or a Transparent dealer to 
share the details of your system components and room layout.
Warranty registration not only extends the Transparent Warranty to 5 years, it provides the original owner with MOBL re-
calibrations at no charge in the event that a component change requires network adjustments.

You have arrived. At this point in time, MAGNUM OPUS represents the pinnacle of Transparent design achievement. Transparent 
will do everything possible to respect our customers’ MAGNUM OPUS investments in the event of future updates and upgrades.

 *  Y terminations available 


